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The binding energy and generalized stacking-fault energy (GSFE) are two critical interface properties of two dimensional layered materials, and it is still unclear how neighboring layers aﬀect the interface energy of adjacent layers. Here, we investigate the eﬀect
of neighboring layers by comparing the diﬀerences of binding energy and GSFE between
trilayer heterostructures (graphene/graphene/graphene, graphene/graphene/boron nitride,
boron nitride/graphene/boron nitride) and bilayer heterostructures (graphene/graphene,
graphene/boron nitride) using density functional theory. The binding energy of the adjacent layers changes from −2.3% to 22.55% due to the eﬀect of neighboring layer, with a
very small change of the interlayer distance. Neighboring layers also make a change from
−2% to 10% change the GSFE, depending on the property of the interface between adjacent
layers. In addition, a new simple expression is proven to describe the GSFE landscape of
graphene-like structure with high accuracy.
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is the diﬀerence in energy between the stable stacking conﬁguration and uniformly disregistered conﬁgurations [17], and GSFE is an indication of anti-sliding
ability.
To date, many studies about the interface energy of
bilayer heterostructures are reported [17, 25, 26]. Studies on multilayer 2DMs reported that the properties of
heterostructures depend on the number of layers [27–
29], which implies a long-range interaction within 2DM
layers. Since that VdW interactions are long-range [30]
and neighboring layers inﬂuence the interface energy of
adjacent layers [31], multi-layer heterostructures are expected to have diﬀerent interfacial properties from bilayer heterostructures. However, the interface energy
of multilayer heterostructures are rarely reported. It is
still unclear how neighboring layers aﬀect the interface
energy of adjacent layer. The deﬁnitions of the neighboring layer and adjacent layer are shown in supplementary materials. The heterostructures consisting of
alternating stacking conﬁguration of graphene (G) and
boron nitride (BN) exhibited tunable metal-insulator
transitions [32]. Bilayer G is an excellent platform for
studying physical phenomena, such as topological edge
states [12, 19]; when the physical phenomena of bilayer
G are measured or when a new generation of electronic
devices is created, bilayer G inevitably contacts the substrate. Also, BN has a structure similar to G with a
1.8% lattice mismatch, and BN has a wide band gap;
these excellent properties make BN an ideal substrate

I. INTRODUCTION

Van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures are ideal platforms for exploring exciting physical phenomena [1, 2].
The types of materials, stacking conﬁgurations, and
twisting angles can be controlled, enabling the physical properties to be further manipulated [3–14]. These
excellent properties are related to the structure characteristics of two-dimensional materials (2DMs); 2DMs
consist of strong intralayer bonds and weak VdW interlayer interactions [10, 11, 15]. Due to these weak force,
layers in 2DMs can easily slide relative to each other
and form the domain wall structure [16–18]. Recent
studies reported that domain walls can cause topological valley transport phenomena etc. [19–24]. To better
understand the formation mechanism of these physical
phenomena, deep research into the interface properties
between layers is needed. There are two critical energies of interfaces, the binding energy and generalized
stacking-fault energy (GSFE), which determine the energy dissipation path of a system. Binding energy is
deﬁned as the energy per area required to separate the
interaction structure into two parts [25], and indicates
the ability of a structure to resist delamination. GSFE
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[33]. Moreover, trilayer G has more adjustable degrees of freedom and exhibits many meaningful physical
phenomena, such as electronic properties depending on
stacking structure [34, 35].
Therefore, in this work, to investigate the interface energy of multilayer structures, we select trilayer
heterostructures of G-G-G, G-G-BN, and BN-G-BN.
Firstly, we prove a new expression that can describe
the GSFE landscape of G-like structures. Then, the inﬂuence of the neighboring layer on the interface energy
of the adjacent layers is investigated.

II. CALCULATION METHODS

Atomic structures and interface energy are investigated using density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)
with projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials is employed. The energy cutoﬀ of 500 eV is chosen [36].
The force and energy convergence criterion are set to
0.01 eV/Å and 10−5 eV, respectively. The periodic
boundary condition is set to 20 Å with a vacuum region. For the hexagonal heterostructure, we adopt a
30×30×1 Gamma pack mesh.
Full optimization is performed to obtain the stable
stacking conﬁguration. The PBE-D3 method can reproduce stacking conﬁguration correctly [26]. Thus, the
PBE-D3 method is chosen to describe VdW interactions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Interface energy of G/G and G/BN

Although the binding energy and equilibrium interlayer spacing of G/G and G/BN have been widely
studied, there are still no uniform values. For example, the binding energy of G/G is calculated to be
−22.8 meV/atom using LDA method, and is −91.35
meV/atom using RPA method [17, 26]. To compare
the diﬀerences between bilayer heterostructures and trilayer heterostructures, we ﬁrstly calculate the interface
energy of two bilayer heterostructures. Their optimized
structures are shown in FIG. 1. The equilibrium interlayer spacing deq is deﬁned as the distance between two
layers in the optimized structure, as shown in FIG. 1
(c) and (d). The value of binding energy ∆Eb can be
obtained using Eq.(1),
∆Eb =

E(A) + E(B) − E(A + B)
S

(1)

where E(A+B) indicates the energy of the interaction
structure. E(A) and E(B) are the energies of the isolated structures of A and B, respectively. S refers to
the area of the interface between two layers. The values of deq and ∆Eb are listed in Table I. ∆Eb and
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1812291

FIG. 1 Stacking conﬁgurations of (a) top view for G/G, (b)
top view for G/BN, (c) side view for G/G, and (d) side
view for G/BN. The red dotted line indicates the corresponding positions of an atom in the top view and in the
side view. The interlayer distance is 3.51 and 3.43 Å for
G/G and G/BN, respectively.

deq of G/G are 277.89 mJ/m2 and 3.51 Å, respectively,
which are consistent with previously reported calculations [17, 26, 37]. ∆Eb and deq of G/BN are 221.26
mJ/m2 and 3.43 Å, respectively, which also agree with
calculational and experimental values [17, 38]. The values of in-plane lattice parameter a0 for G/G and G/BN
are 2.47 Å and 2.49 Å, respectively. These results are
in agreement with existing reports [17, 26, 37].
GSFE is introduced to describe atomic interactions
across a crystal face [39], and the expression was improved by Xiang et al. to describe the γsf surface of
metal [40]. Subsequently, Zhou et al. found that GSFE
landscapes of G/G and G/BN can also be described well
[17], the expression is as follows,
[
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FIG. 2 GSFE vs. disregistry along the armchair direction for (a) G/BN and (b) G/G. Reference conﬁgurations are both
set to be stable stacking conﬁgurations. The positions and corresponding disregistries of γsf , γsp , and γpeak are marked.

FIG. 3 GSFE landscapes derived using Eq.(2) for (a) G/BN and (b) G/G. GSFE landscapes derived using Eq.(3) for (c)
G/BN and (d) G/G. The unit of energy is mJ/m2 . The arrows represent the preferred sliding directions (SDs). The locations
of γsf , γsp , γpeak , and γsp′ are indicated.

TABLE I The stacking fault energy γsf (in mJ/m2 ), maximum stacking fault energy γpeak (in mJ/m2 ), binding energy ∆Eb (in mJ/m2 ), equilibrium interlayer spacing deq (in
Å), in-plane lattice parameter a0 (in Å), amplitude Wh (in
mJ/m2 ) in Eq.(3), and ratio δ in Eq.(3) for bilayer G/G and
G/BN.
γpeak
G/G
32.86
G/BN 40.54

γsf
0.00
34.19

∆Eb
277.89
221.26

deq
3.51
3.43

Wh
7.23
8.92

δ
0.00
0.84

a0
2.47
2.49

disregistries along the zigzag and armchair directions,
respectively. The periodic
length of the armchair and
√
zigzag directions are 3a0 and a0 respectively. a0 refers
to the in-plane lattice parameter for G/G and G/BN,
the values of a0 are 2.47 and 2.49, respectively. Note
that F1 (ϕ, φ) is the excess energy per area (in reference
to the stable stacking conﬁguration) at (ϕ, φ)=(0, 0).
The stacking fault energy (γsf ), the unstable stacking
fault (saddle point) energy in the armchair direction
(γsp ), and the maximum energy in the GSFE landscape
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1812291

(γpeak ) are marked in FIG. 2. The unstable stacking
fault energy in the zigzag direction (γsp ) is also indicated in FIG. 3. The deﬁnition of these energies is proposed by Wang et al. [25].
For G/G and G/BN, GSFE versus disregistry along
the armchair direction is shown in FIG. 2 (a) and (b),
respectively. The values of γpeak and γsf for G/G are
32.86 and 0.00 mJ/m2 , respectively. The values of γpeak
and γsf for G/BN are 40.54 and 34.19 mJ/m2 , respectively. These results are close to the values obtained
from calculations using ACFDT-PRA [17], which indicates GSFE can be computed accurately by DFT-D3.
For both FIG. 2 (a) and (b), six typical points are selected to ﬁt Eq.(2). A GSFE landscape can be determined from the ﬁtted parameters in the same way as
proposed by Zhou et al. [17]. Selected disregistries and
their corresponding energies are given in supplementary
materials (Table S1), and the ﬁtted parameters of c0 ,
c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 are listed in Table II. GSFE landscapes
of G/BN and G/G are shown in FIG. 3 (a) and (b),
respectively.
Eq.(2) expresses well the GSFE landscape of G-like
structure, but the expression is relatively complex, and
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TABLE II The ﬁtted c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 (in mJ/m2 ) in
Eq.(2) for G/G and G/BN.
G/G
G/BN

c0
13.63
28.00

c1
−3.82
−7.57

c2
−0.89
−0.98

c3
0.17
−0.78

c4
6.58
−0.13

c5
0.25
1.01

the ﬁtting method needs to be selected according to the
symmetry of structure [17]. Marom et al. also proposed
the registry index model [41], but the parameters do not
directly reﬂect the characteristic of GSFE. On the other
hand, the GSFE of a triangular lattice structure has
been well described by Eq.(3) [42]. The parameter in
Eq.(3) directly reﬂects the ratio of γpeak to γsf . Because
G and BN are hexagonal lattices, which are similar to
a triangular lattice, it is believed that Eq.(3) can also
describe the GSFE landscape of a G-like structure. The
expression of Eq.(3) is as follows,
(
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where Wh is the amplitude, and its value can be determined by γpeak :
Wh = 0.22γpeak

(4)

δ is the ratio of γsf to γpeak :
δ=

γsf
γpeak

(5)

It should be noted that we ﬁrstly directly relate Wh to
γpeak , and Wh is only a reference value in the original
equation. The values of Wh for G/G and G/BN are 7.23
and 8.92 mJ/m2 , and δ for G/G and G/BN are 0.00
and 0.84, as listed in Table I. The GSFE landscapes of
G/BN and G/G described by Eq.(3) are shown in FIG.
3 (c) and (d), respectively.
FIG. 3(c) gives the same values and positions of γsf
and γpeak for G/BN shown in FIG. 3(a). The sliding
direction and energy barrier can be determined by comparing the values of γsp and γsp′ [17]. The preferred
sliding direction for G/BN is zigzag, and the associated energy barrier is 32.81 mJ/m2 , which are consistent with FIG. 3(a). FIG. 3(d) also accurately describes the values and positions of γsf and γpeak for G/G
shown in FIG. 3(b). The preferred sliding direction
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1812291

for G/G is armchair, and the associated energy barrier
is 3.62 mJ/m2 ; the information agrees well with FIG.
3(b). Therefore, Eq.(3) can also accurately describe the
GSFE landscapes of G-like structures. Compared with
Eq.(2), Eq.(3) is easier to ﬁt; the form is more compact,
and it directly reﬂects the characteristic of the GSFE
from δ. The relatively large value of δ indicates that the
system has high-level stacking-fault energy, and the preferred sliding direction is zigzag. Otherwise, the system
has low-level stacking-fault energy, and the armchair
direction is preferred, which is similar to the previous
conclusion [42].

B. Interface energy of G-G-G, G-G-BN, and BN-G-BN
1. Stable stacking configurations

The stable stacking conﬁgurations of G-G-G, G-GBN, and BN-G-BN are shown in FIG. 4(a)−(f). The
values of deq and ∆Eb are listed in Table III. For G-GG, the energetically preferred stacking conﬁguration is
ABA, which is consistent with the previously reported
results [43]. The upper and lower Gs are symmetric
about the middle layer, and thus, the interface has only
one type. G-G-G can be seen as the structure of a
monolayer G adsorbed on bilayer AB-stacked G, and
the interface is G/G. This structure is denoted as GG/G, whose ∆Eb is 297.05 mJ/m2 . Compared with
G/G, this value increases by 6.89%. The value of deq is
still 3.51 Å.
The energetically preferred stacking conﬁguration of
G-G-BN is ABC. There are two types of interfaces. The
ﬁrst type consists of monolayer G adsorbed onto bilayer
G-BN, and the interface is G/G. This structure is denoted as BN-G/G, and ∆Eb is 273.21 mJ/m2 , which
is 1.68% lower than ∆Eb for G/G. The value of deq
is still 3.51 Å. The second type consists of monolayer
BN adsorbed on bilayer AB-stacked G-G, and the interface is G/BN. We denote this as G-G/BN. The values of
∆Eb and deq are 220.75 mJ/m2 and 3.39 Å, respectively.
These values have changed by −2.30% and −1.17%, respectively, of the corresponding values for G/BN. This
weakening trend of ∆Eb was also reported by Yelgel
[31].
Similar to G-G-G, the stable stacking conﬁguration of
BN-G-BN is ABA. The upper and lower BN layers are
symmetric about the middle layer G, and thus, there
is only one type of interface. BN-G-BN can be viewed
as monolayer BN adsorbed on bilayer G-BN with an
interface of G/BN; we denote this as BN-G/BN. The
values of ∆Eb and deq for BN/G-BN are 271.15 mJ/m2
and 3.39 Å, respectively. The changes in these data are
22.55% and −1.17%, respectively, of the corresponding
values for G/BN.
The neighboring layer has little inﬂuence on the value
of deq for the adjacent layers, and this is consistent
with previously calculated trends [26, 31]. However,
c
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FIG. 5 Relationship between binding energy ∆Eb and layer
spacing d, and deq is the equilibrium interlayer spacing.
FIG. 4 Stable stacking conﬁgurations for the (a) top view
of G-G-G, (b) top view of G-G-BN, (c) top view of BN-GBN, (d) side view of G-G-G, (e) side view of G-G-BN, and
(f) side view of BN-G-BN. The red dotted lines indicate the
corresponding positions of an atom in the top view and in
the side view.
TABLE III The stacking fault energy γsf (in mJ/m2 ), maximum stacking fault energy γpeak (in mJ/m2 ), binding energy ∆Eb (in mJ/m2 ), equilibrium interlayer spacing deq
(in Å), in-plane lattice parameter a0 (in Å), amplitude Wh
(mJ/m2 ) in Eq.(3), and ratio δ in Eq.(3) for trilayer G-G/G,
BN-G/G, G-G/BN, and BN-G/BN.
G-G/G
BN-G/G
G-G/BN
BN-G/BN

γpeak
γsf ∆Eb
36.35 0.00 297.05
32.18 0.00 273.21
45.20 36.87 220.75
46.15 36.79 271.15

deq
Wh
3.51 8.00
3.51 7.08
3.39 9.94
3.39 10.15

δ
0.00
0.00
0.82
0.80

a0
2.47
2.48
2.48
2.49

the neighboring layer has a relatively large inﬂuence
on ∆Eb , and this may further explain the diﬀerence
between theoretical and experimental values [25]. In
addition to the limitations of the calculations and experimental method themselves, the measured value is
unavoidably aﬀected by the neighboring layer or substrate. The extent of the impact is related to the level of
polarity of the neighboring layer. Polar materials, such
as BN, have a complex inﬂuence. However, nonpolar
materials, such as G, have simpler inﬂuence. In most
cases, the binding energy between layers can be well
estimated using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) pair potential
[44, 45]. The functional derived from LJ potential relationship between binding energy and layer spacing is
∆Eb (d) =

U0
d4

(6)

where U0 is the constant associated with the interaction
structure. d is the layer spacing. (See supplementary
materials for the detailed derivation of this equation.)
Then we studied the relationship between ∆Eb and d,
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1812291

as shown in FIG. 5.
As seen in FIG. 5, when d is increased to 2deq , ∆Eb
decreases to 6.25% of the original value U0 , therefore, if
only the LJ potential is considered, the binding energy
of adjacent layers will be about 6% larger due to the
eﬀect of neighboring layer. Also, the eﬀect is negligible
when d continues to expand. The relative deviation of
∆Eb between G-G/G and G/G conﬁrms this trend. To
further conﬁrm our conclusion, we compare the theoretical and experimental values. The experimental value of
graphite is about 390.00 mJ/m2 [25], and the value we
calculate for G/G is 277.89 mJ/m2 . Because graphite
is a multilayer material, in which the upper and lower
layers of G/G both have adjacent layers, the calculated
value should be increased by 12% if the experimental
value and the theoretical value are to be compared.
We can ﬁnd that ∆Eb of four-layer graphene is 311.24
mJ/m2 , which is closer to the experimental value. But
it does not explain why the interaction structure with
BN is diﬀerent from this trend. In fact, the inﬂuence
of VdW forces is very complicated. For example, VdW
forces can cause redistribution of charge [30, 46]. The
analysis of Bader charge shows that, the electron distributions of G-G-BN and BN-G-BN are obviously more
uneven than that of G-G-G, and redistribution of charge
also causes variation in energy. This may be a simple
explanation for why the heterojunction with BN is different, and more detailed mechanisms require further
research. The Bader charge analyses of G-G-G, G-GBN, and BN-G-BN are reported in Table S2 in supplementary materials.
As a result of our calculation, ∆Eb is dominated by
the adjacent layer, and the neighboring layer can modify
its value.

2. GSFE of G-G/G, BN-G/G, G-G/BN, and BN-G/BN

In this section, we investigate the eﬀect of the neighboring layer on the GSFE of adjacent layers. FIG. 6
(a)−(d) shows GSFE versus disregistry along the armc
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FIG. 6 GSFE versus disregistry along the armchair direction for (a) G-G/G, (b) BN-G/G, (c) G-G/BN, and (d) BNG/BN. Reference conﬁgurations are set as the respective stable stacking conﬁgurations. The positions and corresponding
disregistries of γsf , γsp , and γpeak are marked.

chair direction for G-G/G, BN-G/G, G-G/BN, and BNG/BN. The values of γpeak and γsf are given in Table
III. For G-G/G, γpeak is 36.35 mJ/m2 , and γsf is 0.00
mJ/m2 . For BN-G/G, γpeak is 32.18 mJ/m2 , and γsf is
still 0.00 mJ/m2 . For G-G/BN, γpeak and γsf are 45.20
and 36.87 mJ/m2 , respectively. For BN-G/BN, γpeak
and γsf are 46.15 and 36.79 mJ/m2 , respectively. The
values of a0 for G-G/G, BN-G/G, G-G/BN, and BNG/BN are 2.47, 2.48, 2.48, and 2.49 Å, respectively.
These data, together with Wh and δ calculated from
Eq.(4) and Eq.(5), are reported in Table III.
Based on Eq.(3), we also obtained the GSFE landscapes of G-G/G, BN-G/G, G-G/BN, and BN-G/BN,
respectively, as shown in FIG. 7(a)−(d). The layers
in these vdW heterostructures can slide relative to each
other, and the sliding direction is indicated in the GSFE
landscape. The sliding directions are the armchair direction for G-G/G and BN-G/G and the zigzag direction for G-G/BN and BN-G/BN. By comparing the
sliding directions of G-G/G and BN-G/G with that of
G/G, we ﬁnd that the sliding direction of G/G is not
changed by the neighboring layer. Similarly, comparation of the sliding directions of G-G/BN, BN-G/BN,
and G/BN shows that, the sliding direction G/BN is not
altered by the neighboring layer. In short, the GSFE
landscape of adjacent layers is hardly changed by neighboring layers.
To quantitatively analyze the inﬂuence of the neighDOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1812291

boring layer on the GSFE of adjacent layers, we compared the value of GSFE of the trilayer heterostructure
with that of the bilayer heterostructure. The calculation method is:
Ftri (ϕ, φ) − Fbi (ϕ, φ)
Fbi (ϕ, φ)
Ftri (ϕ, φ) refers to the GSFE of a trilayer heterostructure. Fbi (ϕ, φ) indicates the GSFE of a bilayer heterostructure. The interfaces for comparison are the
same type. The calculated results are shown in FIG. 8.
Compared with the GSFE of G/G, the GSFE of G-G/G
increases by 10.65%, and the GSFE of BN-G/G decreases by 2.07%. Compared with the GSFE of G/BN,
the GSFE of G-G/BN increases by 9.00%−11.00%, and
the GSFE of BN-G/BN increases by 8.50%−10.50%.
The neighboring layer has a relatively large inﬂuence
on the value of the GSFE of adjacent layers. On the
other hand, as seen in FIG. 8 (a) and (b), the inﬂuence of the neighboring layer G or BN on the GSFE
of the G/G interface is uniform. However, the inﬂuence of the neighboring layer G or BN on the GSFE of
the G/BN interface is not uniform. Thus, the changed
value of GSFE depends on the property of the interface
between adjacent layers.
To summarize, the inﬂuence of neighboring layers on
the GSFE of adjacent layers is that it does not alter
the features of a GSFE landscape, but the neighboring
c
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FIG. 7 GSFE landscapes derived using Eq.(3) for (a) G-G/G, (b) BN-G/G, (c) G-G/BN, and (d) BN-G/BN. Units are
mJ/m2 . The sliding direction (SD) and the locations of γsf , γsp , γpeak , and γsp′ are indicated.

FIG. 8 Variation values of the GSFE for (a) G-G/G versus G/G, (b) BN-G/G versus G/G, (c) G-G/BN versus G/BN, and
(d) BN-G/BN versus G/BN.

layers can modify the values. Also, the distribution of
changed values depends on the interface property.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using ﬁrst-principles calculations, we have compared
the diﬀerences in the interface energies between trilayer
heterostructures
(graphene/graphene/graphene,
graphene/graphene/boron
nitride,
boron
nitride/graphene/boron nitride) and bilayer heterostructures (graphene/graphene, graphene/boron nitride). It
is found that the neighboring layer has little eﬀect on
the equilibrium layer spacing of adjacent layers, but it
has a relatively large inﬂuence on the binding energy.
The neighboring layer changes the value of GSFE
of the adjacent layer, and doesn’t change the GSFE
landscape. We also found that the relative deviation of
the GSFE depends on the interface properties of the
adjacent layer. In addition, we proved a new expression
that can be used to describe the GSFE landscape of
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1812291

graphene-like structures.
Although diﬀerent two-dimensional layered materials
have their own characteristics, they share some common features. In particular, almost all of the layers are
coupled via weak by VdW forces. Deep understanding of any member of this family of materials will have
universal value for the larger family.
Supplementary materials: The deﬁnitions of the
neighboring layer and adjacent layer, the detailed
derivation of the relationship between the binding energy and interlayer spacing, the values used to ﬁt GSFE
landscapes, and the results of Bader charge analysis are
given in the supplementary materials.
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